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Abstract—Descriptors such as local binary patterns perform
well for face recognition. Searching large databases using such
descriptors has been problematic due to the cost of the linear
search, and the inadequate performance of existing indexing
methods. We present Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) hashing
for creating index structures for face descriptors. Hashes play the
role of keywords: an index is created, and queried to find the images most similar to the query image. Common hash suppression
is used to improve retrieval efficiency and accuracy. Results are
shown on a combination of six publicly available face databases
(LFW, FERET, FEI, BioID, Multi-PIE, and RaFD). It is shown
that DCT hashing has significantly better retrieval accuracy and it
is more efficient compared to other popular state-of-the-art hash
algorithms.
Index Terms—Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) hashing, face
indexing, image retrieval, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), LocalitySensitive Hashing (LSH).

I. INTRODUCTION

F

ACE retrieval is an important technology used in many
different applications, from organizing photo albums to
surveillance [1]. In its most common form, a database of images
of individuals, one or more images per individual, called the
gallery is available. There is also a set of images, called probes,
taken of individuals who are to be recognized. The task is to
identify which probe and gallery images correspond to the same
individual. For example, in the recent event of Boston marathon
bombings, images of the suspects taken from street surveillance
cameras were matched against government databases to help
identify the suspects [2]. In this paper, we assume closed-set retrieval, where every probe individual has one or more matching
images in the gallery.
In the most common face retrieval approach, the probe descriptor is compared with each one of the gallery descriptors
using an associated distance measure, and the closest images
are retrieved as the answer to the query. While this technique
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is robust and works well, it requires a linear search of all the
gallery images, which can be expensive if the number of gallery
images is large.
We investigate the use of locality-sensitive hash functions,
applied to the commonly used face descriptors such as Local
Binary Patterns (LBP) [3], to generate an indexing structure for
nearest neighbor search. This approach has the advantage that
no face specific indexable features need to be developed. We
show that by using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) hash
function [4], excellent retrieval performance can be achieved
compared to the baseline, which is to use a linear search. We
compare our results with six other hashing methods: LSH [5],
LSH [6], KLSH [7], min-hash [8], KSH [9], and K-means
codebooks [10], and we show that DCT hashing outperforms the
other hash functions on retrieval accuracy and computational
efficiency.
A common technique in nearest neighbor search is to use the
locality sensitive hashes to find a set of candidates for matching.
This set is then matched against the probe using the original distance function. We show that with DCT hashes, a small (order of
50) set of candidates suffices for almost perfect nearest neighbor
search. What is more, the size of the candidate set does not need
to be increased with gallery size. In fact, retrieval time is dominated by the time taken to generate the hash set of the probe and
re-rank the results, which are constant with increasing gallery
size. Our experiments show that for practical purposes, retrieval
time is near constant with increasing gallery size.
Our goal is to provide an effective algorithm for face retrieval using existing feature descriptors. To this end, we evaluate our approach with three face descriptors: LBP [3], Local
Phase Quantization (LPQ) [11], and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [12]. The main contribution of this paper is to
demonstrate that using the DCT hash function is an effective
way to create an index for these descriptors.
In the rest of this paper, Section II discusses the related
work and contributions of this work. Section III describes the
technical approach. Section IV introduces the face databases
and presents the experimental results. Section V concludes this
paper and discusses the challenges in DCT retrieval. In the
Appendix, we provide the mathematical justification for using
the randomized DCT transform for computing the projection
vectors. For better understanding, we define the symbols used
in this paper in Table I.
II. RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
A. Related Work
There has been extensive research in image and video retrieval to create index structures that eliminate the need for
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

linear search [13]. Although, indexing techniques for biometrics [14], [15], [16] and image retrieval [17], [18] have received
a lot of attention recently, face retrieval has been less explored.
Chen et al. [14] use feature embedding and SVM rank
learning for indexing and recognition of 3D objects. Bhanu
et al. [16] introduce novel features based on minutiae triplets
for fingerprint indexing. Dey et al. [15] propose to use Gabor
energy features for iris data indexing, and to generate a multi-dimensional index key for iris templates. Classical approaches
for image retrieval such as k-D trees [19], [20] and R-trees [21]
suffer from the curse of dimensionality. Of the more recent
approaches, the most notable is the Bag of Words (BoW)
technique [22], [23].
Gyaourova et al. [24] propose to use reference images for
multibiometric indexing. In their approach, an index code is created for the probe and gallery images by comparing them to a set
of reference images. An index code is a vector of match scores
resulting from the comparison of the gallery/probe image to the
reference images. This approach is simple and reduces the retrieval time, however, retrieval is sublinear in the size of the
gallery.
Wu et al. [25] present a technique where face specific visual
words that rely on an identity set are used to create an index
structure for face images. Using the index, they retrieve the list
of most likely answers to a probe, and then re-rank the results,
based on a different descriptor, to find the images most similar
to the probe. The re-ranking relies on having a relatively large
number of images per individual in the gallery to be reliable.
This method is time consuming for large galleries due to the
fact that local feature voting has linear complexity.
Retrieval via hashing is commonly used in computer vision
applications [26]. Hashing techniques can be divided into
two main categorizes; data-independent and data-dependent
approaches. A family of data-independent approaches that use
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random projections for hashing are Locality-Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) based methods [6], [27], [28]. The algorithms described
in [6], [27] work by mapping each data point to a hash key (a
binary-valued vector) by projecting the data points into low-dimensional hamming space. LSH-based methods are commonly
used for image retrieval.
LSH methods have a common limitation that they require
the data points to have an explicit vector representation. Kulis
et al. resolve this issue by proposing the Kernelized-LSH [7]
which is able to capture the similarity between points without
the knowledge of their vector representation by utilizing a single
kernel function. In other words, given a kernel function (e.g.,
Gaussian radial basis function kernel) and a gallery of images,
KLSH finds the approximate nearest neighbor to a query image
in terms of the kernel function. Min-hash [8] is another LSHbased method used for image retrieval. A min-hash is a single
number with the property that two sets have a similar min-hash
with the probability equal to their similarity. Min-hashes are
grouped into sketches, and near-duplicate candidates are those
with a certain number of common sketches. In [29] an algorithm is proposed that computes the min-hash signatures faster
than the original min-hash while performing similarly in terms
of accuracy.
Data-dependent hashing methods such as semantic hashing
[30], geometric hashing [31], kernel-based supervised hashing
[9], spherical hashing [32], and codebook-based hash functions
(e.g., K-means codebooks [10]) have also been used for image
retrieval. They need an expensive preprocessing step such as
clustering to create the index structure. For example, K-means
codebooks, described in [10], performs K-means clustering of
the database descriptors times, with
on the order of thousands and on the order of tens. Spectral hashing [33] demands
that the hash keys be uncorrelated and balanced, and it overcomes the problem of long binary hash keys; however, for applications with high dimensional data (e.g., face retrieval) it has
proven to be ineffective [34]. Heo et al. [32] propose using hyperspheres to partition the data for generating the binary codes,
rather than using hyperplanes.
Joly et al. [17] introduce a data-dependent hashing method
that generates independent hashing functions in any kernel
space. An important difference between [17] and LSH-based
methods is that instead of increasing the collision probability
of similar points, the collision probability of dissimilar points
is minimized by performing data scattering. He et al. [26]
propose a hashing algorithm which can perform using any
similarity, kernel, and proximity function with compact hash
codes. Similar to [17], the proposed approach in [26] focuses
on finding independent projections.
Liu et al. [9] propose kernel-based supervised hashing, a supervised data-dependent hashing method that effectively learns
the kernel-formulated hash functions using the supervised information from the data. Heo et al. [32] propose using hyperspheres to partition the data for generating the binary codes,
rather than using hyperplanes.
Data-dependent hashing techniques work well for short
codes; however they are not as effective when the code length
increases [17]. Lin et al. [18] propose a hashing method which
overcomes this shortcoming by creating similarity preserving
sparse representations.
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Lu et al. [35] investigate the problem of near duplicate image
detection (for the purpose of copyright enforcement) through
a geometric distortion-resilient image hashing scheme. In their
approach, salient points are detected, a mesh is generated on the
salient points using Delaunay triangulation, and each triangle
is hashed using their proposed distortion resilient hashing algorithm. Unlike their approach, our hash algorithm does not operate on the elements of the image directly; rather, it is applied
to the descriptors extracted from the image (e.g., LBP features).
We rely on the underlying features (e.g., MLBP [36]) to generate descriptors that are resilient to geometric distortions.
B. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are:
1) In the appendix, we prove a theorem that justifies the
use of the randomized DCT transform for computing the
projection vectors. This theorem has applications beyond
hashing. It can be used whenever random projections are
used in combination with cosine similarity.
2) The analysis framework for collision probability based on
the tail probabilities of the bivariate normal distribution is
novel. It provides a deeper understanding for the reasons
behind the good performance of the hash function.
3) This paper introduces an effective indexing structure for
face retrieval using a training-free hash function. It proposes DCT hashing for approximate nearest neighbor face
retrieval. The proposed algorithm is compatible with descriptors such as LBP [3], Local Phase Quantization (LPQ)
[11], and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [12]
which have proven to be successful in the field of face
recognition.
4) To reduce the computational cost of the proposed algorithm, a histogram-based approach is employed to rank
the gallery images rather than using a distance-based
approach. Multiple hashes are generated for each image
to increase the overlap probability and improve the
performance.
5) Our training-free approach is evaluated on a combination of six publicly available face databases to show its
ability to perform on face images under constrained and
unconstrained settings. We also compare DCT hashing
with other hashing algorithms (e.g., LSH,
LSH, KLSH,
KSH, K-means codebooks). This comparison shows that
DCT hashing not only outperforms other hashing methods
in terms of nearest neighbor recall, but also it is so effective that the original distance function is only used for a
small percentage of the gallery images (for re-ranking),
and yet we achieve results that are essentially identical to
linear scan. To the best of our knowledge, there has been
no other training-free hash function that can achieve this.

A. The Bivariate Normal Tail Hash Function
Below we describe the theoretical basis for the Bivariate
Normal Tail (BNT) hash function, and discuss how DCT
hashing makes BNT computationally tractable. For the purpose
of computing the BNT hash, the randomized DCT projection
behaves similar to the normal projection in terms of the underlying bivariate normal variables (theorem 1). We provide the
mathematical proof and justification in the appendix.
The purpose of a locality-sensitive hash function is to generate, for each input vector, a set of hashes such that if two input
vectors are close in the chosen distance measure, their hashes
overlap strongly whereas if the two vectors are far from each
other, their hashes overlap weakly or not at all. The Bivariate
Normal Tail (BNT) hash function uses the cosine between two
vectors as the measure of distance between them. The intuition
behind the BNT hash function is that the expected size of the
overlap between the hash sets of two vectors is directly proportional to the tail probability of a bivariate standard normal
distribution with correlation equal to the cosine of the vectors.
It turns out that this leads to a very good hash function for information retrieval.
In what follows, an input vector is a unit length column vector
.
Definition 1 (Bivariate Normal Tail Hash Set): Let be a
matrix of iid
normal random variables and a
real number. For a given input vector , let
. Then
(1)
is the BNT hash set of with respect to and .
According to the above definition, the universe from which
the hashes are drawn is
, where is the number of rows
of . To be useful, such
must be large, and a negative
number far enough from 0 so that the size of the hash set is a
small fraction of .
Let
,
be two input vectors where
. We zero-center the input vectors by subtracting the mean. What we require of our hash function is
that the expected overlap between the hash sets of
and
be a monotonically increasing function of . Let
,
. Let be an integer,
. Let
and
. Then it is easy to show that
is an instance of
, the bivariate standard normal distribution with correlation . It follows that

where
denote the cumulative distribution function
of the bivariate standard normal distribution with correlation .
Thus,
(2)

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH
In the following, we describe the DCT hash function, as a
variant of the bivariate normal tail locality-sensitive hash function. We also discuss the distance measure on which it is based,
namely the cosine measure. We then present the retrieval framework, and discuss how common hash suppression is used to improve retrieval efficiency and accuracy.

In other words, the expected size of the overlap between the
hashes of and is
.
Let
denote the cumulative distribution function for
, the standard normal distribution. Now,
, and
. Using the techniques described in [37], it is possible to prove that, for any given ,
is a monotonically increasing function for between
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TABLE II
COMPUTING THE DCT HASH SET FOR INPUT VECTOR

Fig. 1. Collision count comparison between BNT and DCT.

0 and 1. In fact, for
by:

, its value can be closely approximated

TABLE III
MATLAB CODE FOR THE DCT HASH FUNCTION

(3)
i.e., the expected size of the overlap between the hashes of
and
is an exponentially increasing function of their cosine
similarity.
As an illustration, for
and
, the values of the
expected overlap between the hash sets (to the nearest integer),
as we increase from 0 to 1 in 0.1 increments, is captured by
the following sequence: (0, 0) (0.1, 1) (0.2, 3) (0.3, 6) (0.4, 11)
(0.5, 19) (0.6, 31) (0.7, 47) (0.8, 72) (0.9, 111) (1, 227).
B. The Discrete Cosine Transform Function
One of the issues with the BNT function described above is
that performing the projection involves
multiplications,
which is expensive, since
is large. We use a variant where
the projection matrix is a randomized version of the Discrete
Cosine Transform matrix, the randomization achieved through
permuting the columns of the DCT projection matrix. The
advantage of this approach is that computing the projected
vector amounts to performing the discrete cosine transform,
which takes
operations, a significant improvement
on the original function when
. Also, instead of
using a fixed threshold, we sort the projected vector and use
the coordinates of the
smallest values as the hash set. This
has the advantage that the number of hashes generated per
input vector is always the same, which makes the design of the
system simpler. We call the hash function based on the DCT
projection matrix the DCT hash function.
Figure 1 shows that these modifications of the hash algorithm
do not adversely affect the collision properties of the BNT algorithm. The -axis denotes the cosine and the -axis represents
the number of collisions (i.e., overlapping hashes). For each
value of the cosine on the -axis we generated 2000 pairs of
mean-centered unit-length vectors with 1000 dimensions. We
computed the number of collisions using the BNT algorithm
and the DCT algorithm and plotted the results. Figure 1 demonstrates that the number of collisions for DCT is similar to BNT
for all values of the cosine between the vectors. In this experiment
and
.
C. The DCT Hash Function
The DCT hash function maps input vectors to a set of hashes
chosen from a universe
, where is a large integer. We
use to denote the number of hashes that we require per input
vector. The input vectors are scaled s.t. their length is
.

Scaling the input will not change the result because we sort the
DCT transforms and pick the top elements.
The hash function takes as input a random permutation of
. Let be the dimensional input vector. It should be
emphasized that the random permutation is chosen once and
used for hashing all input vectors. Table II shows the procedure
for computing the DCT hash set.
Table III presents an implementation of the DCT hash function in Matlab.
D. The Cosine Measure
The DCT hash function is based on the cosine measure. When
cosine is used as a similarity measure, it is advantageous to subtract the population mean from all the vectors. This amounts to
moving the center of coordinates to the centroid of the population. We evaluate the effects of mean centering in Section IV-B4.
Before subtracting the population mean the center of coordinates is way outside the cluster of the points, resulting in angles
between the vectors that are all very small. Thus, as a distance
measure, the angle between the vectors is not a very sensitive
measure, and the same is true of the cosine of the angle. When
the center of origin is moved to the centroid of the data points
(by subtracting the population mean) the angles between the
vectors become much more differentiated and cosine becomes
a more discriminative measure of similarity.
E. Retrieval Using Hashes
To retrieve the images most similar to the probe image, we
construct a reverse index that maps every hash to the identifiers of the images in which it occurs. Thus, given a hash , the
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index returns a list
of image identifiers. This
is the list of the identifiers of all the images whose hash set contains .
To perform nearest neighbor search, the hash function is applied to the descriptor of the probe image, and the resulting
hashes are used to look up the entries in the index. This results
in
, where
is the number of probe hashes,
and each
is a list of image IDs.
When index is constructed, the length of the lists for each
hash naturally vary; some hashes have more image IDs associated with them than others. An analogy is with keywords and
documents: some keywords are more common than others. The
more common a hash is, the less informative it is as a means of
discriminating between the images for the purpose of similarity
search. Moreover, the more common hashes impose an undue
computational cost in the retrieval process, since the lists associated with them are long, increasing the cost of computing the
histogram. The suppressed hashes are those that occur in many
more images than average. To overcome this issue, we perform
Common Hash Suppression (CHS).
A threshold is imposed on the length of the ID list that disqualifies some hashes from taking part in the retrieval process.
To compute the threshold, the mean and the standard deviation
of the length of the lists associated with all the hashes in the
gallery are computed. We then choose
as the threshold,
where is a constant. Section IV-B2 shows the impact of on
the retrieval efficiency and accuracy.
Stop words elimination in inverted indexing is a similar concept; however, stop words are determined once and for all texts,
whereas common hash suppression is specific to a given collection of images. Common hash suppression is also analogous to
TF-IDF [38] in document similarity.
After common hash suppression some of the
’s are removed. The remaining lists are concatenated. We call this list
the retrieval list. Next, a histogram that associates each image
ID with its frequency in the retrieval list is created. We call this
histogram the retrieval histogram. Thereafter, the histogram is
sorted, in descending order, by frequency. This results in a list
of image IDs which presents a subset of the gallery
images most similar to the query image sorted based on their
similarity. In other words, the aforementioned image ID list is
the actual final retrieval result;
is the most similar image to
the query image,
is the second most similar image to the
query image, and so forth.
Table IV presents the pseudocode for face retrieval using
DCT hashes.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate DCT hashing with various parameter settings
and compare it with reference-based indexing [24], linear scan,
LSH [5],
LSH [6], KLSH [7], KSH [9], min-hash [8], and
K-means codebooks [10]. For better comparison, both ranked
retrieval rate and Nearest Neighbor (NN) recall are used to evaluate the results. Rank-k retrieval accuracy represents the probability that the correct answer is within the top-k retrieved images. When computing the NN recall, the output of the NN classifier is the ground-truth.

TABLE IV
PSEUDOCODE FOR FACE RETRIEVAL USING DCT HASHES

Fig. 2. Sample images from LFW [44], FERET [40], RaFD [42], BioID [43],
FEI [41], and Multi-PIE [39].

A. Data
Experiments were performed with face images taken from six
publicly available face databases: Multi-PIE database [39], Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) database [40], FEI database [41], Radboud Faces Database (RaFD [42]), BioID database [43], and Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [44].
The LFW database consists of a total of 13233 images gathered from the web for 5749 people. The FERET face database
contains 14126 images of 1199 individuals and is commonly
used within the face recognition research community. The FEI
face database consists of a total of 2800 images representing 200
individuals (100 males and 100 females) under various poses.
The RaFD face database [42] includes 8040 images with various
camera angles, expressions, and gaze directions for 67 individuals. The BioID [43] face database contains 1521 images of 23
subjects. The Multi-PIE database [39] contains 755370 images
of 337 individuals. Figure 2 illustrates sample face images from
all six databases.
Following face detection [45], the face images are cropped
and resized to
pixels. Each image is divided into 49
regions with a size of
pixels. For each region the uniform
LBPs with a radius of 1 and 8 neighboring pixels are computed,
and a histogram of 59 possible patterns is generated. Histograms
of all 49 regions are concatenated in a single histogram of length
2891 to describe the face image.
The setup of the experiments is as follows:
• Probes: 200 images are randomly chosen from LFW,
FERET, FEI, BioID, and RaFD databases.
• Gallery: 39500 images from LFW, FERET, FEI, BioID,
and RaFD are utilized as the gallery.
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TABLE V
IMPACT OF HASH COUNT ON RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE

• The random partitioning of the images into the gallery and
probe set is conducted 10 times and the average results are
reported in the plots.
• The experiments on scalability (Section IV-B6) includes
roughly 800,000 images from all six databases.
• An HP mobile workstation with Intel i7 processor and
8 GB of RAM was used to perform all the experiments.
The population mean, estimated by finding the mean of all
the gallery descriptors, is subtracted from all the gallery and
probe descriptors. The resulting set of vectors is used for computing the DCT hash. For measuring Chi-square and Euclidean
distances the original LBP descriptors are used.

Fig. 3. Histogram Length Ratio (HLR) and top-30 retrieval accuracy for difand
.
ferent values of , with

IMPACT OF CHS FACTOR

IMPACT OF

ON

TABLE VI
ON TOP-30 RETRIEVAL ACCURACY

TABLE VII
HISTOGRAM LENGTH RATIO (HLR)

B. Evaluation Metrics and System Evaluation
In the following, we investigate how common hash suppression, re-ranking, mean centering, and the number of hashes per
descriptor affect the retrieval results. Also, DCT hashing is compared with linear search and other hash algorithms. Finally, we
show that DCT hashing is compatible with other descriptors
such as LPQ [11] and HOG [12].
An important metric that we use for assessing the computational cost for retrieval is the Histogram Length Ratio (HLR).
As explained in Section III-E, the key computational step in the
retrieval process is to compute the retrieval histogram. The cost
of constructing this histogram is proportional to its length, and
as the size of the gallery increases, the average size of this histogram also increases. We calculate the average size of the retrieval histogram and divide it by the size of the gallery; this
gives a measure of the computational efficiency of the retrieval
process that is independent of the size of the gallery. We call
this measure the Histogram Length Ratio.
1) Hash Count Per Descriptor ( ): Table V presents the
impact of the parameter , the number of hashes generated per
normalized descriptor. For each hash count, the top-30 retrieval
accuracy and Histogram Length Ratio (HLR) are measured.
Hash counts above 100 increase the cost of retrieval with
little improvement in accuracy. As seen later, good results are
achieved with
using CHS and re-ranking.
2) Common Hash Suppression (CHS): Figure 3 illustrates
how varying the common hash suppression factor has a large
impact on both the retrieval accuracy and HLR. Significantly,
it shows that increasing beyond a certain point actually decreases retrieval accuracy. From this chart it is clear that the
best combination of retrieval accuracy and HLR performance is
achieved when
.
Table VI presents the impact of CHS on retrieval accuracy.
corresponds to the case where CHS is not performed.
The results show that CHS improves retrieval accuracy for all
experimented values of .
Table VII shows the impact of CHS on histogram length
ratio. Again, using CHS significantly improves histogram
length ratio.

Fig. 4. Impact of re-ranking. is the hash count, and is number of re-ranked
means no re-ranking was performed).
images (

3) Re-Ranking: It is common in approximate nearest
neighbor search to re-rank the top results returned by the approximate solution using the original distance measure [6]. This
improves the retrieval accuracy, and when is small, imposes
only a minimal fixed cost on the retrieval process. The Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve in Figure 4 depicts
the impact of re-ranking on retrieval accuracy. is a constant,
where is the gallery size, and Chi-square distance is
used for re-ranking. For smaller values of
re-ranking has a
dramatic effect.
4) Mean Centering: Figure 5 illustrates how mean centering
affects retrieval accuracy. For both
and
,
the top-30 retrieval accuracy with mean centering is almost the
same on average as without using mean centering. Figure 6
shows, for the same experiment, the corresponding HLR values.
For both hash values of , HLR decreases dramatically. In other
words, the hashes are more distinctive; therefore, fewer hashes
are required to obtain the same retrieval accuracy. This is due
to how mean centering increases the discriminating power of
the cosine similarity measure. Overall, performing mean centering on the feature vectors before generating the hashes, results in smaller retrieval histograms; thus, a more efficient indexing structure.
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TABLE IX
TOP-30 RETRIEVAL ACCURACY FOR DIFFERENT GALLERY SIZES

Fig. 5. Impact of mean centering on top-30 retrieval accuracy percentage.

Fig. 6. Impact of mean centering on histogram length ratio.

Fig. 7. DCT retrieval vs. linear scan.

TABLE VIII
HISTOGRAM LENGTH RATIO FOR DIFFERENT GALLERY SIZES

Fig. 8. DCT retrieval vs. reference-based indexing [24].

the cost of DCT retrieval is almost constant with gallery size; the
other costs (generating the LBP of the probe image, computing
the DCT hash set, re-ranking) dominate the cost of creating the
histogram. Even with a gallery of l,000,000 images, the average
size of this list would be roughly 30,000, i.e., only 30,000 additions are required to construct the histogram. This is far below
the number of operations required for preprocessing and feature
extraction.
Table IX shows how retrieval accuracy changes as the gallery
size increases. The accuracy for both linear scan and DCT retrieval slightly decreases with increasing gallery size; however,
the results show that DCT is an accurate approximation for
linear scan. These numbers confirm that retrieval via DCT
hashing is extremely scalable.
C. Comparison with Reference-Based Indexing [24]

5) Comparison with Linear Scan: We compare the accuracy
of DCT hash-based retrieval with linear scan, which is our gold
standard. For linear scan, the results are shown (Figure 7) with
two distance measures: Chi-square and Euclidean. For DCT
hashing the parameters are chosen as
,
, and
. The CMC curves in Figure 7 present the results.
Figure 7 shows that DCT hashing, augmented with a small,
fixed number of Chi-square comparisons (used in re-ranking),
can achieve retrieval accuracy that is very close to the best result
with linear scan. Linear scan using Chi-square needs to calculate
the distance for each one of the gallery images.
These results confirm that using the DCT hash function, combined with common hash suppression and re-ranking, is a significantly more efficient way of performing similarity-based retrieval without having to sacrifice retrieval accuracy.
6) Scalability: Table VIII presents the average HLR per
probe for different gallery sizes.
The HLR is almost constant with the increase of gallery size,
and the cost of processing the histogram is very small, involving
one addition for each member of the retrieval list. That is why

The proposed DCT LSH-based retrieval is compared with
reference-based indexing codes [24] in Figure 8. The -axis represents penetration rate which denotes the average percentage of
gallery images that have to be retrieved. Images for this experiments are randomly selected from the FERET database [40]. We
adopt a 10-fold cross validation protocol where in each fold 760
individuals are randomly selected. For the index code method
two face matchers are utilized, FaceIt [24] and VeriLook [24].
The results show that DCT retrieval has a better performance
with lower penetration rate. It’s important to note that reference-based indexing requires that a set of reference images are
chosen from the test set for the indexing scheme, whereas DCT
retrieval does not have such a limitation.
D. Comparison with other Hash Algorithms
The proposed DCT hashing retrieval algorithm is compared
with other hashing algorithms including LSH [5],
LSH [6],
Kernelized LSH (KLSH) [7], min-hash [8], Kernel-based Supervised Hashing (KSH) [9], and K-means codebooks [10]. Parameters of all the algorithms are tuned so that they return 50
hashes per image, the same number as used for DCT hashing.
All hash functions are treated identically: we used common
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Fig. 9. Rank-k retrieval accuracy comparison for different retrieval methods;
LSH [6], KLSH [7], min-hash [8], KSH [9], Codebooks [10], DCT.
LSH [5],
Fig. 11. Expected Performance Curve (EPC); DCT vs. KLSH comparison.

Fig. 10. DCT vs. KLSH approximate nearest neighbor search performance.

hash suppression with
, and re-ranking with
.
Figure 9 presents the results.
In terms of retrieval accuracy, clearly, DCT hashing is superior to the LSH [5],
LSH [6], KLSH [7], min-hash [8],
KSH [9], and K-means codebooks [10]. The long binary hash
codes generated from multiple hash tables for LSH and
LSH
have negative impact on the recall rates. On the other hand, if
shorter hash codes are generated to increase the recall rates, sublinearity in term of the gallery size would not be achieved, i.e., a
large portion of the gallery would have to processed to achieve
acceptable results. In the case of DCT hashing, only one hash
table is generated, and multiple hashes for each probe are retrieved; therefore, long binary hash codes are not required to
have high recall rates. Also, the cosine measure used in the DCT
retrieval algorithm is able to efficiently handle the high dimensional face descriptors without having a negative effect on the
nearest neighbor recall rate.
Looking at the Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN)
problem as a binary classification problem where correct classification (hit) occurs when the nearest neighbor is within the
ANN retrieval results, we compare DCT hashing and KLSH
(which has the second best results in Figure 9) using multiple
evaluation metrics. Figure 10 demonstrates how DCT compares
to KLSH in terms of specificity vs. NN recall. Specificity is
defined as
false alarm ratio, and NN recall ratio determines
how often the nearest neighbor is within the results returned
from the hashing algorithm. This simple yet objective plot
shows how close a retrieval algorithm is to the baseline nearest
neighbor algorithm. Figure 10 shows how DCT hashing outperforms KLSH in ANN search performance.
The Expected Performance Curve (EPC) [46] in Figure 11
compares DCT and KLSH from the viewpoint of tradeoff between false alarm and false reject probabilities. The -axis represents
where
. The -axis corresponds to the
error rate defined as
(4)

Fig. 12. Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) plot; DCT vs. KLSH comparison.

where FAR is the false alarm ratio and FRR represents the false
reject ratio. DCT hashing reports lower error rate compared to
KLSH. More importantly, the error rate is almost constant for
all values of .
Figure 12 presents the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) plot
comparing the decision error rate of DCT vs. KLSH. The performance is characterized by the miss and false alarm probabilities. Both and axes are scaled non-linearly by their standard normal deviates such that a normal Gaussian distribution
will plot as a straight line. The results show that DCT hashing
reports less miss probability with equal false alarm probability
compared to KLSH.
E. Other Feature Descriptors
In all the previous experiments we used LBP as the primary
descriptor, and we evaluated DCT hashing based on LBP descriptors. In the following we show that DCT hashing is not a
descriptor-specific indexing method and it performs well with
other descriptors such as Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [11]
and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [12]. LPQ has
been adopted for blurred face recognition [11]. For LPQ we use
the parameter values
,
, and
. For HOG,
which has been successfully utilized for face recognition [12],
we divide the images into 9 blocks and set the number of orientation bins as 15.
Figure 13 shows how various hashing algorithms perform
with different descriptors. The -axis represents the area under
NN recall vs. specificity plot (Figure 10). The area has a value
between 0 and 1, with values closer to 1 meaning that retrieval
is closer to the nearest neighbor classifier in terms of accuracy.
In other words, a higher -axis value means a more accurate approximate nearest neighbor algorithm.
Figure 13 shows that DCT hashing has superior performance
compared to the other hashing algorithms for LBP, LPQ, and
HOG descriptors. Also, DCT performs almost equally well for
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Fig. 13. Approximate nearest neighbor performance using various descriptors.
Fig. 15. Retrieval time per probe for different gallery sizes.

Fig. 14. Expected Performance Curve (EPC) error rate for various descriptors.

LBP, LPQ and HOG. It is important to note that this plot does
not say that LBP, LPQ, and HOG have close retrieval results; it
shows that DCT hashing is an accurate ANN algorithm for each
descriptor regardless of how they perform in terms of accuracy.
Figure 14 evaluates how various hashing algorithms perform
with LBP, LPQ, and HOG in terms of area under the expected
performance curve. The -axis has values between 0 and 1,
with smaller values entailing smaller error rates. Similar to
Figure 13, DCT performs equally well for LBP, LPQ, and HOG
by reporting almost equal small error rates. Both Figure 13 and
Figure 14 show that DCT, similar to LSH,
LSH, KLSH,
KSH, and K-means codebooks, is not a descriptor-specific
hashing algorithm.
F. Complexity and Processing Time
1) Complexity: Computing the hashes with the proposed
DCT hash function is in the order of
, where is the
size of the hash universe. is a constant (in this paper 64 K);
thus, the query preparation cost is close to constant. The most
costly computational step in KLSH, however, is to compute the
matrix
, over the kernel function , which is
, with
being the number of data points forming the kernel matrix.
In order for KLSH to have sublinear retrieval time
should hold which decreases the NN recall ( is the size of the
gallery). From this point of view, DCT retrieval tends to be
computationally cheaper.
Memory usage also affects the retrieval complexity. Assuming that the DCT hash table fits in the main memory, the
space complexity is
. Typically, all LSH-based hash
functions have a similar space complexity.
2) Processing Time: Processing time consists of offline and
online processing time. Offline processing time includes the
time to firstly generate the hashes for gallery images and secondly insert the generated hashes into the hash table. Generating
a hash set with 50 hashes for each gallery image takes 9 ms. In
total, generating hashes for the entire gallery with 39500 images
takes approximately 6 minutes, and inserting the hashes into the

hash table takes 7 minutes, which results in a total of 13 minutes
of offline processing for the entire gallery. These results were
obtained with non-parallel Matlab and
code on an HP
mobile workstation with Intel i7 processor and 8 GB of RAM.
We have also addressed the question–how does the retrieval
time (online processing time) scale with the size of the gallery?
In order to answer this question, we ran experiments with different gallery sizes to measure the average time (in milliseconds) it took to answer a query (not including the time required
for preprocessing and computing the LBP). We evaluated the
following four methods: linear scan with Chi-square, linear scan
with Euclidean, KLSH (Gaussian RBF kernel function,
,
bits, 30 Gaussian approximation elements [7]), and
DCT hashing (
.) Figure 15 shows the
results (note that the y-axis is logarithmic). The DCT retrieval
time includes the time needed to create the hash set, create the
histogram and sort the results, and perform re-ranking. LSH and
LSH are not evaluated due to their poor results in terms of
retrieval rate. -means codebooks requires clustering of the
gallery descriptors with
in the order of thousands, an extremely expensive procedure, making it unsuitable for practical
face retrieval application with large gallery sizes; thus, it is not
included in this experiment.
As expected, the time for linear scan increases linearly with
the size of the gallery. The time for DCT retrieval, however, is
essentially constant, around 9 milliseconds per probe and approximately 11 milliseconds faster than KLSH.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that using DCT retrieval in combination
with LBP, LPQ, or HOG descriptors is scalable, with results
that are close to Chi-square linear scan and essentially constant
query processing time. The proposed DCT hashing algorithm
demonstrated superior performance compared to LSH,
LSH,
KLSH, min-hash, KSH, and K-means codebooks. Our experiments showed that current LSH-based methods (e.g., KLSH) do
not lend themselves well to face retrieval and perform poorly in
terms of NN recall rate. We demonstrated how DCT hashing in
conjunction with common face descriptors (e.g., LBP, LPQ, and
HOG) can be used to create a high performing indexing structure for accurate approximate nearest neighbor search for face
images.
DCT hashing is fast and computationally inexpensive;
retrieval time is constant (approximately 9 milliseconds per
probe) for any size gallery. The experiments were performed on
an HP mobile workstation with Intel i7 processor and 8 GB of
RAM using images from six publicly available face databases;
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FERET, FEI, RaFD, LFW, Multi-PIE, and BioID. The most
challenging issue is the cost of computing the hash, which is
for the algorithm provided in the paper, where
is the size of the hash universe.

Let
and
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be both zero centered. Let
Then by lemma 4,

. Let

(10)
APPENDIX
We start by defining the symbols used in the statement of the
theorem and the proof. All the symbols and definitions used in
the appendix have local scope. We then present the main theorem in theorem 1.
Definitions:
• A vector is zero centered if the sum of its elements is zero.
•
. We assume that and are zero centered.
Further, we assume that
•
•
is an integer greater than . We prove our results in the
limit as
•
are repeated vectors of and . See table II
for the definition of repeated vector.
• DCT is the Discrete Cosine Transform defined as
(5)
where

and

is an orthogonal matrix, if
, i.e., the
Since
right hand side of eq. (10) is 0. This means that for all pairs of
variables in where
, their covariance is zero. Since is
multivariate normal in the limit, covariance of 0 means that in
the limit these variables are independent.
When
,
by orthogonality of . Thus, eq. (10)
can be rewritten as
(11)
We state without proof that when

(12)
This can be easily proved by definition of , , and repeated
vectors. Thus, by eq. (11) and eq. (12),
and
.
Thus, the pair
is a bivariate normal random
variable with

(6)
•
•
•
•
•
•

is the transformation matrix of the DCT.
is the
row of ,
is the
column of
, i.e., is the DCT of .
, i.e., is the inverse DCT of .
is an integer less than . stays constant as
,
, i.e.,
is a set of integers
between 2 and whose size is .
•
is a random permutation of
chosen uniformly.
•
is the inner product of and .
Theorem 1: As
, the set of pairs

are repetitions of

Lemma 1: Let
. Then

and

.
such that

and
(13)

Proof: For each permutation , there is a unique pair
such that
. For each such pair,
.
There are
such pairs, and each is equally probable.
Therefore, the probability that
is
.
Lemma 2: Let
.
Then
Proof:

(7)
tend to a set of independent, identically distributed bivariate
normal random variables with
(8)
Proof: By lemma 7, as
variables in

Lemma 3: Let

,

. Then

Proof: We have
(14)

, The distribution of the
(9)

tends to multivariate normal. Since a multivariate normal distribution is completely determined by its mean and correlation
matrix, we will next calculate the mean and correlations.
We note that all rows of except the first row are zero centered and unit length. Let
. Then for some
,
or
Thus by lemma 11
.

By lemma 1

. Thus,

(15)
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is zero centered; therefore,

most elements of are non-zero, and all elements of
.
less than or equal to one,

. So

(16)

are

Finally, is an orthogonal matrix, thus,
.
Lemma 6: Let
have at most non-zero elements
each. Further, let
, and
(21)

Lemma 4: Let
be unit length and zero centered,
and
be zero centered. Then
(17)

Then the distribution of
.
Proof: We have

tends to a normal distribution as
in the following cases:
(22)
(23)
(24)

. From lemmas 1 and 2 it

Proof: Let
follows that

But zero can be considered a normal random variable with
zero mean and standard deviation, so if any of we are
eqs. (22) to (24), we are done. The rest of this proof deals
with the case that none of eqs. (22) to (24) are true. Let
. Since eq. (22) is false,
Thus, we can divide the two sides of eq. (21) by , getting

.

(18)
(25)
where is the
of ones. We have

identity matrix and

is the

matrix

Let

,

, and

. Then
(26)

(19)
Since

is zero centered and is all ones, we have
and
. Thus,

(27)

(20)

Lemma 5: Let
non-zero,
DCT transform of

, where at most k elements of are
, and
. Let be the inverse
. Then
, and

,

is zero centered,

onal matrix,

. Since
. So

sides by ,
is zero centered because
.
Since, as we just proved,
Since for all

From eq. (26) and lemma 5, by definition of DCT we can derive

(28)
By lemma 5 we have
eq. (27) we have

and

; thus, from

.

Proof: By definition of inverse transform
Transposing both sides,

We prove that the distribution of tends to normal distribution
as
. This is sufficient to prove the lemma statement,
because is a constant and
.
From the definition of and it can be immediately proved
that

.
is an orthog-

. Multiplying both
, i.e.,
.
is the DCT transform of
, for any

(29)
We are going to use Theorem 3 in [47] to prove the lemma statement. Consider the matrix
, defined as

and

(30)

,
, at

. and
From eq. (28) it follows that
are zero centered by lemma 5. Also, and are zero centered
by assumption. Thus, all the rows and columns of are zero
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By lemma 5, for all

centered. Therefore, by Theorem 3 in [47], the distribution of
tends to normal as
if we can prove

(43)
(31)

Let

,

and

. Define

Let

and

and

as

are repetitions of

. Then because
and , for all
and

We know that
and the fact that

(32)
(due to definition of repeated vector,
). We also know from eq. (29) that

(44)

in eq. (42) with the upper
Let us replace
bounds of their absolute values from eqs. (43) and (44). This
gives us
(45)

. Thus, by lemma 9
(33)
Since
,
by eq. (33)
Substituting, we get

. Thus,
. Let

and
.
(34)

What we show next is that

. First, we show that

.
(35)

But

, and
by eq. (29) and lemma 8, so
. The only conditions under which
are
(36)

Factorizing and simplifying we get
eq. (31) can be rewritten as

(46)
But we proved that
as
, and
.
Since
is a constant, eq. (46) follows.
Lemma 7: Let
. As
, the distribution of the random variables in tends to a multivariate normal distribution.
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that any linear combination
of the variables in tends to a normal distribution. But a linear
combination of the variables in can be represented as
where
, and

or

since
(37)

(38)
Similarly, eq. (37) implies that
(39)
, and
, eq. (38)
Since
is excluded by eq. (23), and eq. (39) is excluded by eq. (24); thus,
. Thus, since
, we can conclude that
,
i.e.
. By eq. (34)
. Therefore, since by
lemma 10
as
,
as
. Now we
turn our attention to the numerator of eq. (31). Let
(40)
as

. By definition

non-zero elements in and

(48)

We prove in lemma 6, that given eqs. (47) and (48), the distribution of tends to a normal distribution as
, which
proves the lemma statement.
Lemma 8: Let
such that
(49)

Then

iff
iff

and

Proof: Let
. By Cauchy

,
Schwarz inequality [48],
iff for some scalar

(41)

To determine the maximum of
eq. (50). Now, if
,
and from eq. (49). we have
can derive
and

(42)

. The maximum of
. But
is achieved when

thus,

(47)

and

But by lemma 8 and definition of cosine, eq. (36) implies that

We show that for a constant ,

. Now,

, and
and
(50)

, we consider condition
. Let
. Thus
. From these two, we
. Thus,
, and
under condition eq. (50).
implies that
,
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which implies that
and if
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or
,

Lemma 9: Let

. But if
s.t.

,
and

. Then
(51)
where
,
and
.
Proof: Proof follows from expanding eq. (51). and then
summing the components separately.
Lemma 10: Let
such that
. Let
be the repetition of . Let
. Then as
,
.
Proof: Since is a repeated vector,
, where is the integer division of and . But
as
, proving the lemma statement.
Lemma 11: Let
s.t. is zero centered. Then
.
Proof: Let
. Then
.
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